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Abstract-As  an  object  approaches  the  eye,  its  retinal  image  size  grows  larger  and  its  surface  texture 
appears  to grow coarser.  We compare  these  two visual correlates  of motion  in their  effectiveness  as stimuli 
for  motion  in depth.  In  some  experiments  texture  and  object  size both  expanded  or  both  contracted:  in 
other  experiments  the  two  stimuli  were  pitted  against  each  other.  When  texture  and  size change  as  for 
a rigid,  nonrotating  real  world  object  an  untextured  square  can  be a more  effective  stimulus  for  motion 
in depth  than  the same  square  with  texture.  On way of describing  this finding  is to calculate  the departure 
from  linear  summation  of texture  and  size contributions.  The  departure  is greatest  when  texture  is static. 
being  even  greater  than  when  texture  changes  in  the  opposite  direction  to  size. 
Motion  in depth  Texture  Changing  size  Aftereffect 
I~ODU~ON 
Many  real-world  objects  that  have  a definite  bound- 
ary  also  have  a  visible  surface  texture.  The  retinal 
image  of such  an  object  continuously  undergoes  two 
types of change  as it approaches:  the image  size grows 
larger  and  the  surface  texture  grows  coarser  (pro- 
vided  the object  is rigid  and  does not  rotate).  Our  aim 
in this study  was to compare  these two visual  changes 
in  terms  of their  effectiveness  as stimuli  for motion  in 
depth.  We  describe  below  how  we atempted  to  dis- 
sociate  their  contributions  to the sensation  of motion 
in  depth  by  pitting  one  against  the  other. 
This  paper  is divided  into  two  sections.  Section  1 
describes  the main  experiment  in which  we attempted 
to define  the  relative  effectiveness  of changing  target 
size  vs changing  texture  magnification  as  stimuli  for 
motion  in  depth.  Section  2 describes  control  experi- 
ments  and  subsidiary  findings. 
SECTION I 
Apparatus 
Stimulus  squares  were  generated  by  electronics  of 
our  own  design  and  displayed  on  a CRT  (Tektronix 
model  608 with  type  P31 green  phosphor),  viewed  at 
a  distance  of  114cm.  A  black  fixation  mark  was 
located  at  the  centre  of  the  stimulus  square.  The 
square  was  superimposed  centrally  on  a  uniform 
green  field  that  subtended  2.5  wide  x 22  high.  In 
both  adapting  and  test  modes  the  stimulus  square 
was  presented  for  a  fixed  duration  (usually  1.7 set) 
after  which  it  disappeared  for  0.4 sec.  then  it  was 
presented  for  the  same  fixed  duration.  and  so  on. 
During  each  presentation  the  size  of  the  square 
increased  (or  decreased)  with  a  ramp  waveform.  At 
the  same  time,  the  size  of  the  texture  elements.  i.e. 
texture  magni~cation,  increased  (or decreased)  with  a 
ramp  waveform.  During  the  0.4sec  off  time  the 
square  returned  to its initial  configuration.  Note  that 
the  mean  size  both  of  the  square  and  of the  texture 
elements  remained  constant,  independently  of  the 
amplitudes  of the respective  ramps.  The  mean  size of 
individual  texture  elements  was  between  3.2  and 
19.5 min  arc in both  height  and  width.  The  mean  size 
of the square  was  I .2’ in  most  experiments.  Both  the 
adapting  square  and  the test square  could  be textured 
or untextured.  Figure  1 shows  several  of the adapting 
stimuli  used  in  this  study,  illustrating  various  combi- 
nations  of  changes  in  square  size  and  changes  in 
textrlre  element  size.  Figure  1 also  shows  the  test 
stimuli.  Figure  2 shows  how  the  spatiai  contrast  of 
the square  and  the spatial  contrast  of the texture  were 
defined. 
Subjects  fixated  the  centre  of  the  adapting  square 
for  IOmin,  then  the  test  square  was  presented  for 
6 set,  then  the  adapting  square  returned  for  54 sec. 
then  the  test  square  was  presented  for  6sec,  etc. 
Stimulus  sequencing  was  under  computer  control. 
The  subject  turned  a  control  knob  that  varied  the 
ramping  rate  of  change  of  size  of  the  test  square. 
From  time  to  time  the  experimenter  altered  the  gain 
of the subject’s  control,  and  the subject  knew  that  this 
might  happen.  The subject  had only  one  task-to  just 
cancel  any  motion-in-depth  aftereffect.  For  example, 
if  the  adapting  stimulus  was  a  ramping  decrease  of 
both  square  size  and  texture  element  size.  then  a 
sub~quently-viewed  static  test square  appeared  to be 
in  illusory  motion  towards  the  subject.  Turning  the 
control  knob  would  cause  the  test  square  to  phys- 
ically  decrease  size  with  a  ramping  waveform.  At  a 
low setting  of  the  control  knob  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect  still created  the illusion  that  the test square 
was  moving  towards  the  subject.  At  a higher  setting 
of the control  knob,  the aftereffect  was just  cancelled 
so  that  the  square  appeared  to  be  stationary.  This 
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DISTANCE  ACROSS  THE  STIMULUS  AREA 
Fig.  2.  Definitions.  (A),  (B)  and  (C)  are  idealized  plots  of  luminance  across  the  stimulus  square  and 
neighbourina  surround.  The  mean  luminance  of the  square  is the  same  in (A). (B) and  (Ct.  (A) shows  an 
untextured  s;mulus  square.  The “square  contrast”  was defined  equal  to  lOO(a/b)“,. (8) A textured  square 
of moderate  texture  contrast.  The  “texture  contrast”  was defined  equal  to  lOO(c/a)9~. Some  parts  of  the 
square’s edge had a luminance  of (a + e), but other  parts  had a lower luminance  of (a  -  c). Thus.  although 
the  mean  contrast  of the  square  was  iOO(o/b), just  as for  the  untextured  square,  in (A).  square  contrast 
was  lOO(a + c)/b%  at some parts  of the edge and  lOO(a -  c)/b%  at other  parts  of the edge.  (C) A textured 
square  with  the  highest  texture  contrast  used  in  this  study  (100%).  Although  in  (C)  the  mean  square 
contrast is still i~a/b~~  as in  (A),  square  contrast  was  100(2a/b)% as some  parts  of  the  edge  and  O“, 
at  other  parts  of  the  edge. 
setting  was  then  recorded  by  the  computer.  At  a 
somewhat  higher  setting  of the control  knob.  the test 
square  appeared  to  be just  moving  away  in  depth. 
Psychophysical  methodr 
After  inspecting  a square  whose  size is increasing, 
a  subs~uently-views  square  of  constant  size  ap- 
pears  to be moving  away  in depth,  providing  that  the 
two  squares  are  of approximately  similar  dimensions 
(Regan  and  Beverley,  1978a).  Arguments  that  this 
movement-in~epth  aftereffect  cannot  be explained  in 
terms  of  the  classical  motion  aftereffect  include  the 
following:  (a)  the  buildup  and  decay  time  constants 
of  the  classical  motion  aftereffect  is  quite  different 
(Regan  and  Beverley,  1978a);  (b)  adapting  move- 
ments  of  the  square’s  edges  that  produce  a  strong 
motion-in-depth  aftereffect  produce  no evident  classi- 
cal  motion  aftereffect.  A  less direct  argument  is that 
threshold  oscillation  amplitude  for  changing-size  is 
strongly  elevated  after  inspecting  size oscillations,  but 
is little  affected  by  inspecting  positional  oscillations, 
even  though  any  boundary  edge  of  the  adapting 
target  moves  in  exactly  the  same  way  in  the  two 
adapting  conditions  (Regan  and  Beverley,  1978b). 
We  quantified  the  effectiveness  of  different  visual 
displays  as  stimuli  for  motion  in  depth  by  using  the 
motion-in-depth  aftereffect.  This  aftereffect  was mea- 
sured  by  cancelbng  it  with  a  real  physical  rate  of 
*Our  informal  impression  was  that  an  untextured  square 
appeared  to  move  in  depth  very  clearly  when  its  size 
changed.  When  the  stimulus  square  was  textured  and 
both  size and  texture  expanded  at the  same  relative  rate 
as  they  would  with  a  real-world  rigid,  nonrotating 
object  the  stimulus  looked  like a solid  object  moving  in 
depth.  but  the  impression  of  motion  in  depth  was  no 
stronger  than  it  was  for  an  untextured  square.  When 
texture  magnification  was constant  and  the square’s  size 
changed  the  sensation  of  motion  in  depth  was  much 
reduced.  This  stimulus  looked  like  a  static  pattern 
moving  slowly  if at  all in depth,  and  viewed  through  an 
expanding  aperture. 
change  of  size  as  described  previously  (Regan  and 
Beverley.  1978a;  Beverley  and  Regan.  1979).  Our 
reasons  for  adopting  this  indirect  procedure  for  as- 
sessing  motion-in-depth  responses  were  as  follows: 
(1)  with  our  untextured  test  square,  the  aftereffect 
was  an  unequivocal  sensation  of  motion  in  depth 
unaccompanied  by  any  confounding  impressions 
such  as size change  or  texture  change.  This  was often 
the case  also  with  a textured  test  square.  In  all cases 
cancellation  gave  an  accurate  and  unambiguous 
endpoint.  In  contrast,  directly  viewing  our  adapting 
stimuli  could  produce  several  simultaneous  sensa- 
tions  including  motion  in depth,  changing  object  size 
and  changing  texture  coarseness,  especially  when 
texture  and  size  changes  were  opposed  or  much 
unbalanced;*  (2)  the  same  physical  test  stimulus 
could  be used  for every  one  of the different  adapting 
stimuli. 
The  size  of  the  square  and  the  size of  the  texture 
elements  could  be  continuously  changed  during  a 
presentation.  and  the  changes  in  these  two  stimulus 
parameters  were  independent  of  each  other.  For 
example,  in  some  experiments  the  size of the  square 
decreased  with  a  ramp  waveform  (as  though  the 
object  were  going  away),  while  at  the  same  time  the 
size of  the  texture  elements  increased  (as though  the 
object  were  approaching).  In  this  way  we  could 
compare  the effectiveness  of changing  square  size and 
changing  texture  size as  stimuli  for  motion  in  depth 
by pitting  one  against  the other.  In other  experiments 
the  two  stimuli  acted  in  the  same  direction.  Figure  1 
illustrates  some  of  the  combinations  of  texture 
change  and  square  size  change  used  in  this  study. 
We  quantified  the  two  stimuli  as  follows.  Rate  of 
change  of  square  size  was  straightforwardly  ex- 
pressed  as  the  rate  of  change  of  side  length.  For 
convenience  it  was  also  expressed  as  the  instanta- 
neous  rate of magnification  at the midpoint  of the test 
interval  (i.e.  as  the  test  square’s  side  length  passed 
through  1.2”). calculated  as  l/72  (rate  of  change  of 
side  length  in min  arc set-  ‘). We expressed  the rate  of Fig,  1. Examples of adapting  and  test stimuli  at  the start  and  end  of the presentation  ramp_ (A-F) 
Different adapting  stimuli. The test stimulus was always as shown in (F). In (A), square size contracted 
at a rate of 17  min arc see-’ while texture size contracted at a rate of 35 min arc set-i.  In (B), square size 
and texture size both contracted at a rate of 17  min arc set- i. This stimufus corresponded to a real-warld 
target whose ma~i~~tioo  was changing. In (C), square size co&acted  at a rate of 17  min arc set”’ while 
texture size was constant.  In (D}, square size contracted  at a rate of 17  min arc see-’  while texture size 
expanded at a rate of 17  min am set-‘.  In (Ef, square size was constant  while texture size contracted at 
a rate of 17min arcsec-‘.  (F) An untextured  square that  contracted at a rate of 17minarcsec-‘.  The 
min arc set-l  values are for a pontoon  duration  of 1.7  see and mean square side lengtb of 1.2”.  These 
ili~strations are ~oto~a~hs  of the CRT display used in this study. 
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texture  magnification  similarly  with  respect  to  the 
midpoint  of  the  test  interval. 
In  Experiment  I  all adapting  and  test  squares  had 
the  same  mean  size  (1.2”  side  length).  Subjects 
adapted  in  separate  sessions  to  each  of  the  adapting 
stimuli  and  measured  the  aftereffect  using  an  un- 
textured  test  square  of  mean  size  1.2’  presented  in 
I .7 set  ramps.  Experiment  2 resembled  Experiment  1 
except  that  the  test  squares  were textured.  In  Experi- 
ments  1-5  the  luminance  of  the  untextured  squares 
was  43cd/m-’  and  the  luminance  of  the  textured 
squares  was  43 cd/me2  and  Ocd/m-’  in  the  bright 
and  dim  parts  respectively.  The  squares  were  super- 
imposed  on a background  of luminance  39 cd/m-‘.  In 
Experiment  6  the  background  field  luminance  was 
reduced  to  I7 cd/m-?.  Test  square  luminance  was the 
same  throughout  at  34cd/m-2.  The  test  square  was 
superimposed  on  the  background.  The  adapting 
square’s  space-averaged  luminance  could  be  one  of 
five values,  namely  34. 17, 8.5, 4.3 or 2.1 cd/mm2. For 
each  of these  values,  the  contrast  of the  texture  was 
one  of  five values,  namely  lOO%, 52%,  23’4,  12% or 
OO,;,  (calibrated  against  N.D.  filters).  An  additional 
measurement  was  made  with  adapting  square  lumi- 
nance  of  34cd/m-’  and  texture  contrast  0%. Again, 
the  adapting  square  was  superimposed  on  the  back- 
ground. 
All the experiments  were carried  out  by two experi- 
enced  psychophysical  subjects.  K.B.,  age  33  years, 
had  uncorrected  20/15  vision  in  both  eyes.  D.R.,  age 
46  years,  had  corrected  20/20  vision  in  both  eyes. 
Viewing  was  monocular. 
RESULTS 
Experiment  1 
Independent  manipulation  qf adapting  square  size 
and  texture  coarseness:  unrextured  test  square.  In 
Experiment  1  the  test  stimulus  was  always  un- 
textured.  Nine  of  the  IO adapting  stimuli  were  tex- 
tured.  and  the  only  difference  between  them  was  in 
the  change  of  texture  element  size:  in  some  cases 
being  in  the  same  direction  as  the  change  of  square 
size, and  in  other  cases  being  opposed  to  the change 
of  square  size.  All  IO adapting  squares  contracted, 
side  length  decreasing  at  a  rate  of  I7 min  arc set-‘. 
The  second  part  of  Experiment  I  differed  from  the 
first  part  only  in  that  the  side  length  of the  adapting 
square  expanded  rather  than  contracted  at 
l7min  arc set’.  Figure  ](A-D)  shows  some  of  the 
adapting  stimuli  used  in  this  Experiment. 
First  we  describe  qualitative  observations.  After 
viewing  a textured  adapting  square  whose  side length 
and  whose  texture  element  size  both  decreased,  a 
subsequently-presented  static  textureless  test  square 
appeared  to  be  moving  towards  the  observer  in 
depth.  There  was  no  changing  size aftereffect.  If the 
adaptation  stimulus  was  not  re-presented,  this  illu- 
sory  motion  in depth  slowly  died away.  If the texture- 
less  test  square  was  not  static,  but  physically  con- 
tracted  at  a  rate  controlled  by  the  subject.  then  a 
point  could  be  found  at  which  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect  was just  cancelled  as described  in  Psycho- 
physical  Methods. 
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Fig.  3.  Motion-in-depth  produced  by  texture  change  alone. 
by  size  change  alone.  and  by  texture  change  plus  size 
change.  A  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  was  produced  by 
inspecting  a  textured  square  of  I.2  mean  side  length  that 
contracted  at  17 min  arc  set- ’  with  a  ramping  waveform 
(upper  continuous  line).  or  expanded  similarly  (lower  dotted 
line).  This corresponded  to  a  24”,,  set  -I  rate  of  change  of 
magnification  of  square  size  at  the  instant  that  square  size 
passed  through  1.2’. The  magnification  of  the  adapting 
square’s  texture  decreased  at  different  rates  [illustrated  in 
Fig.  l(A,  B)  and  plotted  as  positive  abscissae]  or  increased 
at  different  rates  [illustrated  in  Fig.  l(D)  and  plotted  as 
negative  abscissae].  Arrows  indicate  when  square  and  tex- 
ture  magnification  changed  similarly.  Filled  diamonds 
(dashed  lines)  plot  the  strengths  of  aftereffects  produced 
by  inspecting  a  textured  square  whose  side  length  was  a 
constant  1.2‘.  but  whose  texture  element  size  increased  or 
decreased  at  different  rates  ]e.g.  Fig.  l(E)J.  Ordinates  plot 
the  rate  of  change  of  the  test  square’s  side  length  required 
to  just  cancel  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect.  The  test 
square  was  always  untextured.  The  stars  at  zero  on  the 
abscissa  show  the  strength  of  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect 
produced  by  inspecting  the  untextured  adapting  square 
shown  in  Fig.  I(F)  with  side  length  changing  at 
17 min  arcset-‘.  The  vertical  extent  of  the  horizontal 
shaded  area  indicates  +  I SE.  Vertical  lines  show  _+ I  SE. 
Where  absent  they  were  smaller  than  the  symbol.  Each  point 
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Quantitative  results  of Experiment  I  are  shown  in 
Fig.  3. The  upper  continuous  lines  in  Fig.  3(A)  and 
(B) show  that,  for  a  fixed  rate  of contraction  of  the 
adapting  square’s  size,  progressively  greater  rates  of 
reduction  of  texture  element  size  gave  progressively 
larger  motion-in-depth  aftereffects,  though  levelling 
off at  the  fastest  rates  of decrease  of texture  element 
size. Similarly.  the lower dotted  lines  in Fig.  3(A) and 
(B)  show  that,  for  a  fixed  rate  of  expansion  of  the 
adapting  square’s  size,  progressively  greater  rates  of 
increase  of  texture  element  size  gave  progressively 
larger  aftereffects,  levelling  off  at  the  highest  rates. 
The  Fig.  3 plots  did not  peak  or indicate  in any  other 
way  the  points  at  &-0.24 set-’  on  the  abscissa 
(marked  with  arrows)  where  the  rates  of 
magnification  of square  size and  texture  element  size 
were  identical,  as  is  commonly  the  case  with  real- 
world  rigid,  nonrotating  objects. 
With  texture  changes  in  the  opposite  direction  to 
changes  in  square  size  there  was  a range  of  rates  of 
change  of texture  element  size for  which  the  motion- 
in-depth  aftereffect  was  aboiished.  In  some  plots, 
greater  antagonistic  rates  of  change  of  texture  ele- 
ment  size  reversed  the  direction  of  the  aftereffect, 
though  the reversed  aftereffect  was always  very weak. 
Results  for expanding  and  for contracting  square  size 
were  roughly  mirror-symmetric. 
The  single  stars  at the zero on  the abscissae  in Figs 
3(A)  and  (B)  indicate  the  size  of  the  aftereffect 
produced  by  an  untextured  adapting  stimulus.  This 
shows  that  the  addition  of  texture  to  the  untextured 
contracting  square  never  appreciably  increased  the 
motion  in  depth  aftereffect:  either  there  was  little 
effect.  or  the  aftereffect  was  attenuated. 
In the third  part  of Experiment  1. the absolute  size 
of the adapting  square  was held  constant  at  1.2 . Our 
aim  was  to  measure  the  strength  of  the  aftereffect 
caused  by changes  in texture  size alone.  This  adapting 
stimulus  is  illustrated  in  Fig.  l(E).  The  results  are 
shown  as solid  diamonds  (dashed  lines)  in  Fig.  3(A) 
and  (B). 
Esperimrn  t 2 
Independent  munipulutian  cf  adapting  square  size 
and  texture  element  size:  textured  test  square.  We 
repeated  the  salient  parts  of  Experiment  1 using  a 
textured  test  square  instead  of  an  untextured  test 
stimulus.  Qualitative  observations  were  as  follows. 
The  aftereffect  was a simple  percept  when  the adapt- 
ing  square’s  size and  texture  both  expanded  or  both 
contracted:  the static  textured  test  square  looked  like 
a solid  object  moving  in depth.  This  aftereffect  slowly 
died  away.  There  was  neither  a  changing-size  nor  a 
texture-flow  aftereffect. 
We  used  the  textured  test  stimulus  to  cancel  the 
aftereffects.  employing  the  following  two  test  condi- 
tions  in  separate  experiments:  (1) for  the  test  square 
the  rate  of  magnification  of  square  size  and  texture 
were  always  the  same.  as  is  the  case  for  real-world 
rigid.  nonrotating  objects;  (2) for  the  test  square  the 
rate  of  magnification  of  square  size  and  of  texture 
were  in  the  same  ratio  as  for  the  adapting  stimulus. 
The  clear  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  produced  by an 
adapting  square  whose  size  and  texture  both  con- 
tracted  or  both  expanded  could  be cancelled.  and  at 
the  point  where  cancellation  just  occurred  the  test 
stimulus  looked  like a static  textured  square.  constant 
in both  position.  square  size and  texture  element  size. 
Surprisingly,  this  observation  held  for  both  test  con- 
ditions  I and  2 above.  A little  beyond  the cancellation 
point  the impression  was of motion  in depth  without 
changing  size or  texture  flow.  Not  until  well  beyond 
the  cancellation  point  did  the  two  test  conditions 
produce  the  expected  differences  in  test  square  ap- 
pearance:  test  square  1 looked  like  a  solid  textured 
square  moving  in  depth  while.  for  the  slower  and 
faster  texture  rates.  test  stimulus  2  looked  like  ;I 
square  moving  in  depth  while  at  the  same  time  its 
texture  expanded  or  contracted. 
The quantitative  data  shown  in Fig.  4 refer entirely 
to  cancellation  of  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  (if 
any).  The  continuous  line  is for  textured  test  square 
1 and  the  dotted  line  for  textured  test  square  2. The 
same  rate  of change  of  test  square  size cancelled  the 
motion-in-depth  aftereffect  for  both  test  conditions 
except  at  the  rightmost  portions  of  the  plots  where 
textured  test  square  2  was  the  most  effective.  Al- 
though,  as  already  noted.  the  different  rates  of  in- 
crease  and  decrease  of  texture  element  size  in  test 
conditions  1 and  2 produced  no difference  in appear- 
ance  at  the  cancellation  point.  the  markedly  greater 
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Fig.  4.  This  experiment  repeated  the continuous  line  plot  of 
Fig.  3(A)  except  that  the  test  square  was  textured  rather 
than  untextured.  A  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  was  prtt- 
duced  by  inspecting  a  textured  square  of  mean  stde  length 
I.?  whose  side  length  contracted  at  17 min arc set -I. The 
magnification  of  the  adapting  square’s  texture  decreased 
(positive  abscissae)  or  increased  (negative  absctssac)  at 
different  rates.  Two  textured  test  squares  were  used.  The 
task  was  to  cancel  the  motion  in  depth  aftereffect.  The 
continuous  line  (solid  triangles)  plots  data  obtained  when 
the  rate  of  change  of  magnification  of  test  square  size  and 
texture  were  always the same. The dotted line  (sohd  circles) 
plots  data  obtained  when  the  rate  of  magnification  of  square 
size  and  texture  were  in  the  same  ratio  as  for  the  adapting 
stimulus.  Subject  K.B. Texture  changes  vs  size  changes  1393 
rate of change  of texture  size in t+t  condition  2 aided 
the  accompanying  expansion  of  test  square  size  to 
more  effectively  cancel  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect. 
So  far  we  have  described  aftereffects  caused  by 
adapting  stimuli  for  which  texture  and  size changed 
in  the  same  directions.  The  aftereffect  was  quite 
different  when  texture  change  and  size change  were 
pitted  against  one  another.  There  was  no  motion-in- 
depth  aftereffect  (left  half  of  Fig.  4).  When  the 
adapting  square’s  size  expanded  while  texture  ele- 
ment  size  diminished,  the  static  textured  test  square 
appeared  to  be  covered  with  a  flow  of  radially- 
expanding  contours  with  no  impression  of motion  in 
depth.  (The  converse  adapting  stimulus  produced  a 
radially-contracting  aftereffect.) 
Comparing  Figs  3(A)  and  4  the  maximum 
aftereffect  obtained  with  textured  test  square  1 was a 
little  larger  than  the  maximum  aftereffect  obtained 
with  an  untextured  test square.  but  otherwise  the  two 
curves  were  approximately  similar. 
Experiment  3 
The ~~~celling ~r~~~~us  for  the ~ffere~e~f  is  w&city 
rather  than  displacement.  The  strength  of the motion- 
in-depth  aftereffect  was  plotted  in  Figs  3  and  4  in 
terms  of  the  rate  of change  of size of the  test  square 
required  to cancel  the aftereffect.  However,  in Experi- 
ments  I  and  2 the  rate  of  change  of  size  of  the  test 
stimulus  was confounded  with  the absolute  change  of 
size  of  the  test  stimulus.  Putting  this  another  way, 
dU/df  was confounded  with  &I (where  0 was the  side 
length  of the  test  square).  fn  order  to  “unconfound” 
these  two  factors,  part  of Experiment  1 was repeated 
using  three  rather  than  one  test duration.  The  rate  of 
reduction  of  both square  size and  texture  element  size 
was  I7 min  arc set  ’ and  the  three  durations  of  the 
test  ramp  were  0.9,  1.7  and  3.3 sec.  The  three  test 
ramps  were interleaved  and  10 settings  made  for each 
ramp.  Table  1 lists  the  canceiling  rates  of change  of 
size.  lf  we  assume  that  the  appropriate  canceIling 
parameter  is the  rate  of change  of  size (d@/dt),  then 
the  cancelling  rate  of change  of size will  be  identical 
for  each  of  the  three  test  du~~jon~.  This  was  accu- 
rately  the  ease.  Table  1 shows that  the  three  rates  of 
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Fig. 5. Decay of  motion-indepth aftereffect.  Ordinates  plot 
the rate  of change  of test  square  side length  required  to just 
cancel  the  motion-an-depth  aftereffect,  while  abscissae  pIot 
the  elapsed  time  after  cessation  of  adaptation.  (A) and  (3) 
show  data  for  subjects  K.B.  and  D.R.  respectively.  Filled 
diamonds  (dashed  lines) plot  data  for  an untextured  adapt- 
ing  square  whose  side  length  contracted  at  a  rate  of 
17 min arc set-  ’ [Fig.  l(F)],  while  fiiled squares  (continuous 
lines)  plot  data  for  a textured  adapting  square  whose  side 
length  and  texture  element  size both  contracted  at a rdte of 
17minarc  set-’  [Fig.  i(B)].  The  test  square  was  always 
untextur~.  Vertical  lines  show  & I SE.  Where  absent  they 
were smaller  than  the symbol.  Each  point  is the mean  of six 
settings.  (A) and  (B) show  data  for  subjects  K.B.  and  D.R. 
respectively. 
change  were not  significantly  different  (P  = 0.46 and 
0.48 for  K.B.,  P = 0.34 and  0.10  for  D.R.:  r-test).  If, 
on  the other  hand,  the appropriate  cancelling  param- 
eter  was  absolute  change  of  size  (6fI)  the  prediction 
was  that  the  absolute  change  of  size  for  the  test 
stimuli  would  be identical  for all three  test durations. 
Table  I  Two measures of  aftereffect strength  for  three direrent  durations 
of  the  tc~t stmwlus. These data  bear  on  the question whether  the aftereffect 
B%  better  measured as a  rate  of  change of  size or  as  an  absolute change of 
size 
Subject 
K.R. 
D.R. 
Test 
duration 
tsec> 
0.9 
1.7 
3.3 
0.9 
1.7 
3.3 
Two  measures of  aftereRect strength 
Rate  of  change  Absolute change 
of  size  of  size 
min  arc  SC’  min  arc 
4.5  3.9 
4.4  7.3 
4.4  15 
6.7  5.6 
6.5 
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Fig. 6. Spatial  spread  of adaptation.  Ordinates  plot  the rate 
of  change  of  the  test  square’s  side  length  required  to  just 
cancel  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect.  The  test  square  was 
always  untextured.  Diamonds  plot  data  for  an  untextured 
adapting  stimulus  whose  side  length  contracted  at  a rate  of 
I7 min arc see- ‘. Squares  plot  data  for  a textured  adapting 
stimulus  whose  side  length  and  texture  element  size  both 
contracted  at  a  rate  of  17 min arc set-  ‘. The  shaded  area 
indicates  the  region  traversed  by  the  adapting  square’s  size 
oscillations.  Vertical  lines  show  + 1 SE. Where  absent  they 
were smaller  than  the symbol.  Bach point  is the mean  of  10 
settings.  Subject  K.B. 
The  proposal  that  the  three  values  of  cancelling 
change  of size were the same was rejected  at the 0.002 
level  of  significance  for  both  subjects  (r-test).  Thus, 
this experiment  firmly  showed  that  the aftereffect  was 
cancelled  by rate  of change  of size (d$/dt)  rather  than 
by  change  of  size  (at?). 
Experiment  4 
Decay  lime -course  qf  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect.  In  Experiment  4 the 54 set  refresh  adapta- 
tion  periods  were  omitted.  in  this  experiment,  the 
subject  viewed  the adapting  stimulus  for  10 min,  then 
the  test square  was presented  for a 6 set  setting.  This 
was  immediately  followed  by  20sec  viewing  an  un- 
changing  1.2” square,  then  another  6 see setting,  and 
so on  until  the aftereffect  had  died  away.  Adaptation 
and  test  ramps  were  both  of  1.7 set  duration  and  all 
squares  were  of mean  size  1.2”. In  the  first  situation 
both  adapting  and  test squares  were untextured,  and 
in  the  second  situation  the  adapting  square  was 
textured  while  the  test  square  remained  untextured. 
Figure  S(A)  and  (B)  shows  the  decay  of  the 
aftereffect  for  a  textured  adapting  square  (squares, 
continuous  line)  and  for  an  untextured  adapting 
square  (diamonds,  dashed  line).  (The  same  un- 
textured  test  square  was  used  to  measure  both 
curves.)  Figure  5  shows  that  the  decay  of  the 
aftereffect  was approximately  linear  when  plotted  on 
log linear  axes. Thus,  the decay  was exponential.  and 
obeyed  the  equation 
V, =  C’,,  exp  rf 
i  >  5 
where  Y0  and  V, were  the  cancelling  rates  of change 
of size at  time  0 and  time  t set  respectively  after  the 
cessation  of adaptation,  and  r set  was the decay  time 
constant.  With  a textured  adapting  stimulus  the value 
of  T was  8Osec  for  subject  K.B.  [continuous  line  in 
Fig.  5(A)]  and  62 set  for  subject  D.R.  [continuous 
line  in  Fig.  5(B)].  With  an  untextured  adapting 
stimulus,  the  decay  time  constant  was  I I? set  for 
subject  K.B.  and  83 set  for subject  D.R.  (dashed  lines 
in  Fig.  5).  The  time  constants  for  textured  and 
untextured  adapting  stimuli  were  significantly 
different  for  both  subjects,  at  the  P  = 0.001  ievel  for 
K.B.  and  at  the  P = 0.005  Ievel  for  D.R.  However. 
the  strength  of the  aftereffect  at  r = 0 was somewhat 
greater  for  the  untextured  adapting  stimulus.  and 
that  might  account  for  at  least  part  of  the difference 
in  decay  time  constant,  since,  in  a  separate  experi- 
ment,  we found  that  the  decay  time  constant  for  the 
textured  adapting  stimulus  was  increased  by  about 
1  S: 1 when  the strength  of the aftereffect  at  I = 0 was 
increased  by  2.4: 1 by  increasing  the adapting  rate  of 
change  of  size  by  3: 1. 
Experiment  5 
Spat&z! spread  of  adaption.  In  Experiment  5  we 
measured  the  spatial  spread  of  adaptation  by  using 
an adapting  square  of mean  size  I.2  and  test squares 
of five different  mean  sizes ranging  from  I.2  to  3.8  . 
The  test square  was always  untextured.  Figure  6 plots 
the  strength  of  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  as  a 
function  of the size of the test square.  Squares  are for 
the  textured  adapting  square,  and  diamonds  are  for 
the  untextured  adapting  square. 
The  results  of  a  control  experiment  are  shown  in 
Table  2. These  data  reject  the  notion  that  the curves 
of  Fig.  6 could  be  explained  by  suggesting  that  the 
larger  the test square,  the weaker  the aftereffect  it was 
capable  of  showing  since,  when  adapting  and  test 
squares  were  of  equal  mean  size,  there  was  no 
significant  effect of  square  size  for  subject  K.B.  The 
second  subject’s  data  confirmed  these  findings. 
Since  the  points  in  Fig.  6 could  be fitted  fairly  well 
to  straight  lines  on  log-linear  axes,  the  aftereffect 
could  be  said  to  fall  off exponentially  as  a  function 
of  distance,  obeying  the  equation 
where  V,  was  the  velocity  of the aftereffect  for  a test 
square  of  width  x”,  V,  was  the  velocity  of  the 
aftereffect  for  a  test  square  of  width  II , and  u  was 
the mean  width  of the  adapting  square.  The  value  of 
L was  about  0.4”  for  K.B.  and  1.3  for  D.R. Texture  changes  vs  size  changes 
Table  2.  The  strength  af  the  aftere&ct  for  tt  l.2  a~dptin~  square 
measured  with  a f 2  test square.  and  the strength  ol” the aftereffect 
far  a  3.8  adapiing  square  measured  with  a  3.8  test  square.  The 
adaptinp  and  test squares were always the same size 
Subject 
Mean  sjze of square 
(de@ 
Strength  of  aftereffect 
min arc see‘ ’ 
Mean  SE 
K.B. 
I.2  6.9  0.5 
3.8  6.1  0.3 
Tke eficr qf resize  tmrrrast in the ~~ffFrjng s?imu- 
his. The  aim  of Experiment  6 was  to  determine  how 
texture  contrast  affected  the  degree  to  which  the 
presence  of  static  texture  suppressed  the  motion-in- 
depth  aftereffect.  The  test square  was always  texture- 
less.  The  adapting  square  was  held  at  a  constant 
space-averaged  luminance  of  34cd/m-’  SO  that,  ac- 
cording  to the definition  of Fig.  2, the contrast  of the 
square  was  XW,.  The  contrast  of the  texture  within 
the square  was first set at 0 (Le. a textureiess  adapting 
square  of  ZOO”, contrast),  and  the  strength  of  the 
aftereffect  was  measured  [open  square  at  0.0  on 
abscissa  in  Fig.  7(A)  and  (B)].  Then  the  adapting 
texture  contrast  was  set  at  12’;’ and  the  aftereffect 
strength  measured,  the  adapting  texture  contrast  set 
at  23:/i and  the  aftereffect  strength  measured,  and  so 
on.  (The  order  of contrasts  were randomized.)  Figure 
7(A) and  (3)  shows  that  the presence  of texture  in the 
adapting  square  did  not  appreciably  attenuate  the 
aftereffect  until  texture  contrast  exceeded  about 
25-N”,.  but  beyond  this  point  further  increases  of 
contrast  sharply  attenuated  the  aftereffect  to  a near- 
zero  strength.  The  experiment  was  then  repeated  for 
the  full  range  of  texture  contrasts  with  an  adapting 
square  contrast  of  100”,  (open  diamonds)  and  an 
adapting  square  contrast  of  50”~ fopen  triangles). 
Figure  7 shows  that  these  three  sets  of  points  were 
fitted  by  a  single  curve:  changing  the  adapting 
square’s  contrast  over  a  fourfold  range  did  not 
appreciably  alter  the  effect  of  adapting  texture  con- 
trast.  The  experiment  was  then  repeated  with  an 
adapting  square  contrast  of  25”,  (solid  diamonds), 
and  finally  with  an  adapting  square  contrast  of  12Su,‘, 
{solid squares).  To  a tirst  approximation,  all of these 
sets of points  could  be &ted  by the same curve  moved 
bodily  down  the  (io~~rithrn~~~  ordinate,  Thus,  the 
effect of  changing the contrast  of the adapting  square 
can  be  approximated  by  multiplying  the  aftereffect 
strength  by  an  overall  scaling  factor.  The  data  of 
Fig.  7 deny  the  suggestion  that  the  effect  of a  given 
change  in  adapting  square  contrast  is equivalent  to 
some  overall  change  in  adapting  texture  contrast, 
since the sever& sets of  data points  in  Fig.  7(A) or fB) 
cannot  be  fitted  by  a  single  curve  shifted  along  the 
abscissa. 
The  contrast  required  to  just  see  the  presence  of 
texture  in  the  adapting  square  was  measured  in  a 
separate  experiment.  For  D.R.,  texture  contrast 
threshold  was  5.7”,,  (200”,,  square  contrast),  6.5% 
TEXTURE  CONTRAST  % 
Fig.  7. Effect of  texture  contrast  on  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect.  The rate of change  of the test square’s  side length 
required to just cancel the motion-in-depth  aftereffect  (ordi- 
nates) was measured as a function of the “texture contrast” 
of the adapting square (abscissa), the mean contrast of the 
adapting square being constant.  The  test  square  was always 
untextured.  The  curve  was  measured  for  a  mean  square 
contrast  of  2007;  (open  squares)  and  for  loo”,,  (open 
diamonds),  SO%  (open  triangles).  25”, (solid diamonds),  and 
12.5% (solid  squares).  All the data  points  were  taken  into 
account  in  deriving  a  single curve. This  single  curve  was 
bodily  shifted  along  the ~o~arithmi~ ordinate  to give the best 
(least  square)  fits shown.  Vertical  lines show  + I SE. Where 
absent  they  were smaller  than  the symbol.  Eack point  is the 
mean  of  IO settings.  “Texture  contrast”  and  “squarr:  con- 
trast”  are  defined  in  Fig.  2.  (A)  and  (B)  show  data  for 
subjects  K.  B. and  D.R.  respectively. 
(100% square  contrast),  6.77;  (50’:” square  contrast), 
6.7% (25?/, square  contrast),  and  7.8’3; (12.5’~; square 
contrast).  corresponding  thresholds  for  K.B.  were 
4.5%.  4.47;,  4.47&  3.136  and  5.0’1,. The  values  of 
square  contrast  required  to  just  see  a  textureless 
adapting  square  were  LO:,  for  D.R.  and  4.0:‘,, for 
K.B. 
The  effect of varying  the contrast  of an  untextured 
adapting  square  was explored  in  a subsidiary  experi- 
ment.  Two  sets  of  measurements  were  made,  at 
background  luminances  of  i 7 cd/m-  ’ (solid  triang~es~ 
and  34cd/m.-”  (open  squares)  respectively.  The  re- 
sults  are  shown  in  Fig.  8(A) and  fB). The  two  sets of 
data  points  could  be  fitted  by  a  single  curve.  This 
implies  that  the  strength  of  the  aftereffect  was  a 
function  of  adapting  square  contrast  rather  than 
luminance,  since  the  adapting  square  had  two I396  K.  I.  BEVERLEY  and  D.  F&GAS 
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Fig.  8.  Effect  of  square  contrast  on  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect.  The  rate  of change  of  the test square’s  side length 
required  to just  cancel  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  (ordi- 
nate)  was  measured  as a  function  of  the  “square  contrast“ 
of  an  untextured  adapting  square.  The  test  square  was 
always  untextured.  The  experiment  was  performed  at  an 
adapting  square  huninance  of  34 cd/mw2  (open squares) and 
repeated at luminance  I? cd/m-’  (solid  triangles). The lines 
connect  the  mean  of  these  two  sets of  data  points.  Vertical 
lines show  +  I SE. Where absent they were smaller than the 
symbol. Each  point  is the  mean  of  IO settings.  (A)  and  (B) 
show  data  for  subjects  K. B. and  D.R.  respectively. 
different  luminances  for  each  value  of  contrast. 
Figure  8  shows  that  the  aftereffect  strength  rose 
progressively  as  adapting  square  contrast  was  in- 
creased  from  6”,,  to  about  SOY<,/,,  but  levelled  off and 
remained  approximately  constant  as  contrast  was 
further  increased  from  50 to  200:<. 
DfSCUSSfON 
Our  atm  in  this  study  was  to  compare  the 
elfectiveness  of  size  changes  and  texture  changes  as 
stimuli  for  motion-in-depth  perception.  For  reasons 
discussed  in  Methods  we chose  to accept  the strength 
of  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  as  a  measure  of 
stimulus  effectiveness,  rather  than  attempting  to 
quantify  the  direct  sensation  of  motion  in  depth 
produced  by  the  stimulus. 
Changing  the  size  of  an  untextured  square  is  a 
comparatively  ehective  stimulus  for motion  in depth, 
as  indicated  by  the  stars  at  zero  on  the  abscissae  in 
Fig.  3.  It  is  evident  from  Fig.  3 that.  perhaps  sur- 
prisingly,  the  effect  of  adding  texture  to  the  un- 
textured  stimulus  is in  almost  every  case to  reduce  its 
effectiveness  in  generating  a  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect  even  when  texture  change  adds  to  rather 
than  opposing  the effect of size change.  In  particular, 
a textured  square  is less effective  than  an  untextured 
square  when  texture  and  size are  similarly  magnified 
or  diminished  as  for  a  real-world  rigid  nonrotating 
object.  Fig.  3 shows  that.  in  all  cases.  the  aftereffect 
produced  by  the  textured  stimulus  is not  simply  the 
sum  of the aftereffect  produced  by size changes  alone 
and  by  texture  changes  alone.  This  departure  from 
linear  summation  can  be  quantified  as  follows.  We 
assume  that  the  effect  of  simultaneous  size  and 
texture  change  can  be  described  by  the  following 
equation 
A ,,+,=il,fA&-I  (1) 
where  Asi  T is  the  velocity  of  the  aftereffect  when 
both  size and  texture  change;  A,  is the velocity  of the 
aftereffect  when  only  size  changes.  the  adapting 
square  being  textureless  (i.e. btank);  Aris  the velocity 
of  the  aftereffect  when  only  texture  changes,  the 
adapting  square  being  of unvarying  size; I quantifies 
the  departure  from  linear  summation. 
From  equation  (I) 
I==Asts-A\-A,  (2) 
RATE  OF  TEXTURE  ELEMENT 
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Fig.  9.  Interaction  between  responses  to  texture  and  IO size. 
The  strength  of  the  interaction  (f)  between  size and  texture 
in  the  Fig.  3  data  (ordinates)  was  plotted  versus  the  frac- 
tional  rate  of texture  element  magnification  (abscissa).  Since 
adapting  square  size  contracted.  texture  clement  size 
changed  in  the  same  direction  for  positive  abscissae,  but 
changed  antagonistically  for  negative  abscissae.  “I”  was 
defined  by  the  equation  A,s + T  =  A,  +  A,  +  I.  where  A,s  /  r 
was  the  aftereffect  strength  produced  by  a  combination  of 
size  change  and  texture  change.  A,5  was  the  aftereffect 
strength  produced  by  size change  alone.  the  adaptmg  stim- 
ulus  being  textureless.  and  A,  was  the  aftereffect  strength 
produced  by  texture  change  alone.  the  adapting  square 
being  of  unvarying  size.  Vertical lines show  & 1 SE.  Where 
absent  they  were  smaller  than  the  symbol.  Subject  K.B. Texture changes  vs  size changes  I397 
Values  of  I  were  calculated  as  shown  in  equation 
(2).  Figure  9 plots  values  of I as a function  of the rate 
of texture  magnification,  showing  that  the  departure 
from  linear  summation  was greatest  when  texture  was 
static. 
Another  way  of  looking  at  the  Fig.  3 data  is  as 
follows.  Instead  of  comparing  a  textureless  square 
with  a textured  square,  we consider  a textured  square 
only  and  attempt  to isolate  the effects of changing  its 
size  and  changing  its  texture.  Changing  texture  ele- 
ment  size  alone  with  constant  square  size  usually 
produces  a  moderate  or  weak  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect  as indicated  by  the  dashed  lines  in  Fig.  3, 
and  changing  stimulus  square  size with  static  texture 
gives  even  weaker  aftereffects  (intersection  of  the 
continuous  and  dotted  line  plots  with  the  ordinates). 
What  is the  relative  effectiveness  of these  two  stimuli 
for  motion  in  depth  when  both  are  present  simulta- 
neously?  The  continuous  and  dotted  lines  in  Fig.  3 
plot  the  strength  of  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect 
when  both  stimuli  were  present,  sometimes  acting  in 
conjuction  (positive  abscissae),  and  at  other  times 
being  pitted  against  each  other  (negative  abscissae). 
The size of the adapting  stimulus  square  contracted 
in  exactly  the  same  way  for  every  one  of  the  nine 
different  textured  and  one  untextured  adapting  stim- 
uli  used  in  Experiment  1.  Therefore,  it  may  be 
possible  to  dissociate  the  parts  played  by  texture 
changes  and  by  expansion  of  the  square’s  outer 
limiting  boundary  in  generating  the  various  motion- 
in-depth  aftereffects  plotted  in  Fig.  3. With  the  aim 
of  dissociating  these  two  contributions  we write 
However,  when  square  size  contracted  while  tex- 
ture  element  size increased,  the departure  from  linear 
summation  was in the direction  of reduced  aftereffect 
(d < 0). This  mutual  inhibition  could  be so great  that 
no  aftereffect  (AS+r)  at  all  could  be  recorded.  even 
though  the  linearly-predicted  aftereffect  (A,  +  AT) 
was  large.  The  striking  influence  of  this  interaction 
between  texture  and  size  contributions  is illustrated 
by  noting  that,  for  subject  K.B.,  the  sum  of the  two 
contributions  (A,r+Ar)  was  rather  larger  for 
A,+A,=11.5  than  for  A,+A,=7.3.  yet  no 
aftereffect  at  all  was  recorded  in  the  first  case 
(A S+ r = 0) while  the  second  condition  produced  the 
strongest  recorded  aftereffect. 
Is  the  suppressing  eflect  qf  texture  related  to  the 
subjective  visibility  of  texture?  The  data  of  Fig.  7 are 
consistent  with  the  suggestion  that  the  effect  of 
texture  contrast  and  the  effect of square  contrast  can 
be  treated  separately.  The  effect  of  texture  contrast 
can  be approximately  described  by a single curve.  The 
effect  of  altering  square  contrast  is  approximately 
equivalent  to  a  scaling  factor:  the  curve  is  shifted 
bodily  along  the  (logarithmic)  ordinate.  This  scaling 
factor  can  be  straightforwardly  predicted  from  the 
Fig.  8 plots  that  show  how square  contrast  affects the 
strength  of the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  produced 
by  an  untextured  square.  Therefore  the  family  of 
curves  in Fig.  7 is approximately  described  by a single 
equation,  V =f;(Cs)fi(CT)  where  C,  is  square  con- 
trast  and  CT is  texture  contrast. 
d = (magnitude  of measured  aftereffect)  -  (magnitude  of  predicted  aftereffect) 
(magnitude  of measured  aftereffect)  + (magnitude  of predicted  aftereffect) 
where  d is the  summation  ratio,  As+  T is the  strength 
of  the  aftereffect  when  both  square  size and  texture 
element  size  change,  A,7  is  the  strength  of  the 
aftereffect  when  only  square  size  changes,  texture 
element  size being  constant,  and  A,  is the strength  of 
the  aftereffect  when  only  texture  element  size 
changes,  square  size  being  constant.  Values  of  d 
calculated  from  the  Fig.  3 data  are plotted  in  Fig.  10. 
Figure  IO  shows  that,  in  almost  all  cases,  the 
aftereffect  produced  by  simultaneously  changing 
square  size  and  texture  element  size  was  not  simply 
the  sum  of the  separate  aftereffects  produced  by  size 
change  alone  and  by  texture  change  alone.  In  other 
words  d  was  not  equal  to  zero  in  most  stimulus 
conditions.  Figure  10 shows  that  when  square  size 
and  texture  element  size  both  diminished,  the  de- 
parture  from  linear  summation  was  in  the  direction 
of enhanced  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  (d  >  0).  This 
enhancement  could  be  so  large  that  the  recorded 
aftereffect  (A,  + T)  was  6.6  times  greater  than 
(A,  +  A.),  the sum  of the two separate  contributions. 
Contrast  threshold  at which  texture  was just  visible 
did  not  seem  to  be  related  in  any  simple  way  to  the 
effect  of  texture  on  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect. 
For  example,  it  is  clear  that  the  strength  of  the 
aftereffect  was  not  affected  by  whether  the  texture’s 
subjective  contrast  was  high  or  low:  Fig.  7  shows 
that,  whether  the  square’s  contrast  was  200 or  2SJd, 
texture  had  relatively  little  effect until  texture  contrast 
reached  the  same  value  of  about  25-507;. 
Does  texture  merely  remove  parts  ?f  the  square’s 
outer  edge?  One  possible  way  of discussing  the  effect 
of texture  upon  the  aftereffect  in  Fig.  7 is to  assume 
that  effective  stimulation  is  restricted  to  the  retinal 
area  in  the  immediate  vicinity  of  the  square’s  outer 
boundary  (i.e. to assume  that  the central  region  of the 
square  remote  from  the  square’s  outer  boundary  is 
not  involved  to  any  appreciable  extent  in  generating 
the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect).  For  example,  we 
might  reasonably  suppose  that  texture  reduces  the 
effective length  of the adapting  square’s  edges. For  an f398  K.  I.  8EVERLEY  and  D.  REGAS 
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Fig.  10. Interaction  between  responses  to  texture  and  to 
size.  The strength  of  the  interaction  (d)  between  size  and 
texture  in the  Fig.  3 data  (ordinates)  was plotted  versus  the 
texture  element  magnification  (abscissa).  Since  adapting 
square  size contracted.  texture  element  size changed  in the 
same  direction  for  positive  abscissae,  but  changed  antago- 
nistically  for  negative  abscissae.  “d”  was  defined  by  the 
equation 
where  A,,,  was  the  aftereffect  strength  produced  by  a 
combination  of  size change  and  texture  change.  A,  was the 
aftereffect  strength  produced  by  size  change  alone,  the 
adapting  stimulus  being  textured.  and  A,  was the aftereffect 
strength  produced  by  texture  change  alone,  the  adapting 
square  being of unvarying  size. Positive  and  negative  values 
of  d mean  that  the  magnitude  of  the  measured  aftereifect 
A,,  r was respectively  larger  and smaller  than  the sum of the 
separate  texture  and  size contributions.  Open  circles  (con- 
tinuous  line)  and  solid  circles  (dashed  line)  plot  data  For 
subjects  K.B.  and  D.R.  respectively. 
untextured  square  the  whole  length  of  the  edge  is 
effective,  and  its  effectiveness  depends  on  square 
contrast  as  shown  in  Fig.  8. However,  when  texture 
of  lOOF;,  contrast  is added  the length  of effective edge 
is  reduced  since  some  parts  of  the  outer  edge  now 
have  zero  contrast  and  are  therefore  invisible.  If this 
reduction  of  edge  length  is  the  reason  why  texture 
attenuates  the  motion-in-depth  aftereffect,  then  it 
should  be  possible  to  predict  how  the  attenuation 
depends  on  texture  contrast.  Both  subjects’  curves  in 
Fig.  8 have  a plateau  showing  that  the  effectiveness 
of  the  square’s  edge  does  not  much  depend  on  the 
contrast  of  the  edge  over  a contrast  range  from  200 
to  5OY,. 3eyond  this  point  the  strength  of  the 
aftereffect  progressively  falls  as the edge’s contrast  is 
reduced  from  about  SOY; to  zero.  Thus  we  might 
predict  that  texture  would  have  little  effect  on  the 
motion-in-depth  aftereffect  until  texture  contrast  was 
increased  beyond  the  point  that  the  lowest  contrast 
on  the square’s  outer  edge fell below  about  507;. This 
predicted  critical  point  at  which  texture  started  to 
have  an  effect  would  occur  at  a  different  value  of 
texture  contrast  for  each  different  value  of  square 
contrast.  ln  particular.  the  critical  point  would  occur 
at  a  fixed  value  of  the  minimum  luminance  of  the 
edge  [Fig.  2(B)].  For  example.  this  critical  value 
would  be reached  at  a texture  contrast  of about  50”,, 
for  the  X0”,,  contest  square.  but  for  the  loo”,, 
contrast  square,  the  critical  value  would  be  already 
reached  with  o”,,  texture  contrast.  For  adapting 
squares  whose  contrast  is less than  IOO”,,.  the critical 
point  would  not  be  reached  for  any  value  of  texture 
contrast.  Thus,  the  prediction  is  that.  Ibr  squares 
whose  contrast  is  less  than  IO@‘,,.  there  will  be  no 
range  of  texture  contrasts  over  which  aftereffect 
strength  is relatively  independent  of texture  contrast. 
The  experimental  data  of  Fig  7(A)  and  (B)  are 
inconsistent  with  this  prediction.  The  curves  have  a 
relatively  flat  region.  not  only  for  a  square  contrast 
of 200”,,  but  also  for square  contrasts  of  IOO”,,.  So”,,. 
25U, and  12.S”  0‘ 
Does  Ihe  resture  resportse  huw  ii  .rtrong  iC$t - 
.fieyuenc~,fhN  of:’  Figure  7 shows  that  the  presence 
of  static  texture  of  moderate  to  high  contrast  exerts 
a  strong  suppression  effect  on  the  motion-in-depth 
aftereffect.  It  seemed  possible  that  this  strong  sup- 
pression  is  due  to  the  texture‘s  being  static  (corre- 
sponding  to a stationary  object).  and  thus  generating 
signals  that  conflict  with  the  changing-size  signals 
that  correspond  to  an  object  moving  in  depth. 
If this  hypothesis  is correct.  the  suppressing  effect 
of  texture  should  be  reduced  by  converting  the  tex- 
ture  input  from  a  static  to  a  transient  stimulus.  We 
first tried  to convert  the sustained  texture  stimulus  to 
a transient  stimulus  by switching  the ~z~f?zj~f~~/~~,~,  of the 
textured  square  on  and  off with  :L ~-HZ squarewave 
(0.08 set  on,  0.08 set  off).  Instead  of  enhancing  the 
strength  of the  motion-in-depth  aftereffttct  produced 
by  the  texture  stimulus,  flickering  the  stimulus  ubol- 
ished  the  aftererect  completely  for  both  subjects. 
Furthermore,  Kicker also  reduced  the  strength  of the 
(large)  aftereffect  produced  by  the  untextured  stimu- 
lus square  (reducing  it about  sevenfold  for  K.B.  and 
fourfold  for  D.R.).  We eliminated  the possibility  that 
this  effect of flicker  might  merely  be due  to  the  50”,, 
reduction  of mean  stimulus  luminance  caused  by the 
SO:50 duty  cycle  of the  chopping  waveform  by com- 
paring  the  aftereffects  generated  by  an  untextured 
stimulus  square  with  and  without  a 0.3 log  umt  filter 
in  front  of  the  square  Reducing  luminance  {and 
contrast)  by  50”;  did  not  ~ipprcci~lbly  change  the 
aftereffect. 
Since  introducing  transient  stimulation  by 
flickering  the  stimulus  did  not  eliminate  the  depress- 
ing  effect  of  texture  we  then  tried  oscillating  the 
position  of  texture  elements.  In  this  experiment  the 
boundary  of the stimulus  square  expanded  exactly  as 
in  Experiment  1 fFig.  31. but  the texture  was moved 
abruptly  over  many  element  widths  by  :t  ~-HZ 
squarewave.  Thus  texture  was always  present.  but  it 
never  stayed  in the same  place  for more  than  0.17 sec. 
The  motion-in-depth  aftereffect  was  not  enhanced  by Texture  changes  vs  size changes  I399 
this procedure.  If there was any  result  it was to reduce 
the  already  small  aftereffect. 
In a further  experiment  we tried  to reduce  the effect 
of texture  by  blur.  We compared  the strengths  of the 
aftereffect  generaed  by a square  with  static  texture  as 
in  Fig.  2  (0.0  on  abscissa)  with  a  similar  square 
blurred  by a  + 2D lens.  Blurrring  did not  appreciably 
alter  the  strength  of  the  aftereffect. 
Possible  implications /or  the design  of  aviation and 
automobile  simulators.  A  high  proportion  of  flying 
training  is  undertaken  in  flight  simulators  in  which 
the  pilot  operates  the  controls  while  a visual  display 
of  the  outside  world  is  generated  by  computer  and 
displayed  on  CRTs  located  outside  the  windows. 
Although  the many  attempts  to list the visual  param- 
eters  that  are  important  in  flight  simulation  have 
produced  remarkably  little  agreement  (Brown,  1976; 
Semple  et  al.,  1980; Harker  and  Jones,  1980), it seems 
safe  to  assume  that  visual  judgements  of  motion  in 
depth  are  important.  Changing-size  has  long  been 
recognized  as an  effective visual  stimulus  for motion- 
in-depth  sensation  (Wheatstone,  1852), and  is clearly 
of  importance  in  visual  simulators.  We  have  under- 
lined  the  possible  importance  of  visual  responses  to 
changing-size  in  the  achievement  of  skilled  per- 
formance  by reporting  evidence  that  the visual  system 
contains  functional  subunits  that  are selectively  sensi- 
tive to changing  size, while being  markedly  insensitive 
to  frontal  plane  motion,  flicker  and  contrast  (Regan 
and  Beverley,  1978b,  1980; Regan  er al.,  1979; Regan, 
1982).  Our  emphasis  here  on  dynamic  features  of 
vision  departs  somewhat  from  the emphasis  on  static 
picture  quality  (e.g.  as  would  be  seen  in  a  still 
photograph  of  one  t.v.  frame)  that  has  traditionally 
been  the  chief  criterion  of  quality  in  simulator  dis- 
plays.  In  terms  of  the  monocular,  twodimensional 
simulation  of  motion  in  depth,  our  findings  suggest 
that  in  some  conditions  the  presence  of  texture 
reduces  stimulus  effectiveness.  Although  texture  may 
well be important  in  detecting  such  static  features  as 
the  curvature,  inclination  and  depth  of  surfaces,  our 
findings  suggest  that,  at  best,  the  presence  of texture 
adds  iittte  to  the  effectiveness  of an  untextured  stim- 
ulus  as  a  stimulus  for  motion  in  depth  (Fig.  3). 
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